JAN BONNY & ALEX WISSEL
JUPP, WATT HAMWER JEMAHT?
2019, FEATURE FILM, 91′

Jan Bonny & Alex Wissel, JUPP, WATT HAMWER JEMAHT?, 2019, feature film, 91′. Film still. Courtesy of the artists and Galerie
Nagel Draxler, Cologne.

In conjunction with beuys 2021. 100 years of joseph beuys, the JULIA STOSCHEK
COLLECTION will present the feature film JUPP, WATT HAMWER JEMAHT? (Yikes, Whatever
Have We Done?, 2019) by film director Jan Bonny (*1979) and artist Alex Wissel (*1983).
The film, in which Joseph Beuys repeatedly appears as a spirit from the past, is a satire on the
German art scene, Gerhard Schröder’s coalition government of Social Democrats and the Green
Party, and the interrelationship of lies, morals, power, art, and politics. Bonny and Wissel originally
planned to make a short film about Joseph Beuys, whose statement “Every person is an artist”
was to serve as the starting point. While doing preliminary research, Bonny and Wissel became
aware of the parallels between this dictum and the rise of neoliberal values in German society:
according to these, everybody today has the potential for success in their own business if they
work hard enough and are creative. Following this concept, Bonny and Wissel came across Helge
Achenbach, who was once one of the most successful art advisors in Germany. They abandoned
the first idea and instead focused on the more spectacular story of the rise and fall of Achenbach,
whose patronizing entrepreneurship embodied everything that the neoliberal interpretation of
Beuys’s dictum represented for them. Achenbach became rich from art consulting and selling art.
He lost everything when it was revealed that he had manipulated invoices in his favor, including
those for clients such as the Aldi discount supermarket heir Berthold Albrecht. In court,
Achenbach referred to his falsified invoices as “collages.” In 2015 he was sentenced to prison for
fraud.
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Bonny and Wissel’s film is devised as a stage production based on the web series Rheingold,
which was produced for the Volksbühne theater in Berlin in 2018. The actors perform in an
expansive stage set that incorporates references to art history such as an oversize version of
Beuys’s Capri-Batterie (Capri Battery) and Ottmar Hörl’s Euro-Skulptur (Euro Sculpture).
Working in an experimental and improvised manner, the actors hold the script in their hands and
recite the stage directions along with their dialogue. The location and time vary from scene to
scene, ranging from the late 1960s to the 2000s. The story of the rise and fall of Achenbach,
who is alternatingly played by Bibiana Beglau and Joachim Król, is a critique of the narcissistic
self-marketing culture of the 2000s in Germany.
JUPP, WATT HAMWER JEMAHT? (Yikes, Whatever Have We Done?, 2019) is part of the
exhibition beuys 2021 and will be presented along with Lutz Mommartz’s Soziale Plastik
(Social Sculpture, 1969) at the cinema of the JULIA STOSCHEK COLLECTION in Düsseldorf.
Soziale Plastik will be shown every Sunday from 11:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m., JUPP, WATT HAMWER
JEMAHT? will be shown every Sunday at 4:00 p.m.
In addition, Joseph Beuys’s metal sign Buttocklifting (Edition Staeck) from 1974 will be on
display at the collection entrance.
__________________________________________________________________________

ABOUT THE JULIA STOSCHEK COLLECTION
The JULIA STOSCHEK COLLECTION is one of the world’s most comprehensive private
collections of time-based art, dedicated to the public presentation, advancement, conservation,
and scholarship of media and performance practices. With over 870 artworks by more than 290
artists from around the world, the collection’s contemporary focus is rooted in artists’ moving
image experiments from the 1960s and ’70s. Works in the collection span video, film, single- and
multi-channel moving image installation, multimedia environments, performance, sound, and
virtual reality. Photography, sculpture, and painting supplement its time-based emphasis. Artworks
from the collection have been presented in large-scale solo and group exhibitions at the JULIA
STOSCHEK COLLECTION in Düsseldorf, Germany (JSC Düsseldorf) since 2007. In 2016, a
second exhibition space opened in Berlin (JSC Berlin). A wide range of public programs,
comprised of tours, performances, screenings, lectures, artist talks, and workshops invite visitors
and scholars to engage with time-based art on multiple levels and from various perspectives.
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GENERAL INFORMATION
PRESS TOURS
Subject to possible changes, individual press tours through the current exhibitions at JSC
Düsseldorf can be arranged. A short registration by e-mail is requested at press@jsc.art.
IMAGE MATERIAL
https://www.jsc.art/press/
DURATION
17 January – 19 December 2021
OPENING HOURS
As a result of the Corona Protection Ordinance, JSC Düsseldorf will be closed from 20 April 2021.
ADMISSION
Free
HYGIENE AND DISTANCE REGULATIONS
The visit of the JSC Düsseldorf is only possible for adults and children (from 6 years) with an own
mouth and nose protection (medical mask or FFP2 mask). Please register your name at the
reception desk on site. Please keep a distance of at least 1.5 m from other visitors inside the
museum. Groups of people less than 1.5 m apart are prohibited. Please observe the general rules
of hygiene (such as regular hand washing). For your own safety and for the benefit of all, only visit
JSC Düsseldorf if you feel healthy.
BARRIER-FREE ACCESS
The JSC Düsseldorf is accessible for those with wheelchairs or prams. If you would like to use
the lift to travel between the floors of the exhibition space, just ask our service staff and they will
be happy to assist you.
PUBLIC GUIDED TOURS IN GERMAN
Public guided tours in German and any other events cannot be offered at JSC Düsseldorf
temporarily due to current political decisions revolving around the COVID-19 virus.
SPECIAL GUIDED TOURS
Special guided tours in English and any other events cannot be offered at JSC Düsseldorf
temporarily due to current political decisions revolving around the COVID-19 virus.
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FACEBOOK /juliastoschekcollection
INSTAGRAM @juliastoschekcollection
#juliastoschekcollection #jscdüsseldorf #beuys2021 #josephbeuys #alexwissel #janbonny
#janbonnyandalexwissel #juppwatthamwerjemaht #rheingold #volksbühneberlin @_janbonny
@wissel.alex
@volksbuehne_berlin
@beuys2021
@bibiana_beglau
#joachimkrol
@ronaldkukulies #paulfassnacht @_rickete #jeanlucbubert #emmameyer @lucascroon
@j.mckiernan @jan_eichberg @jensschillmoeller
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